With increasing interest in human-computer 
Introduction
Emotion is an important human instinct, as rational thinking and logical reasoning ability, playing an important role in people's daily lives, work, communication, processing services and decision-making. As one of the main means of human communication, speech signal is not only transmitting semantics but also carrying important carrier of the individual speaker, such as speaker's gender and mood. Among them, research on emotion recognition of speech has been the important branch of the speech signal processing and the important part of harmonious human-machine cooperation.[1-4] Emotion Recognition of speech is an interdisciplinary subject related to cognition, psychology, physiology and pattern recognition. due to the sociality, culture of emotional information and the complexity of speech signal , there are still more problems need to be solved, such as affective modeling, analysis and selection of features and improvement of recognition methods. [5] [6] Theoretically, more recognition features, algorithm should be stronger for recognition ability of emotion. But affecting by the limitation of recognition algorithm, in practical problems, more features does not mean that the stronger recognition ability. This shows that feature set must exist redundant features which may be unrelated to the goal to be identified, being detrimental to recognition task. Therefore how to select the important features to distinguish emotion from the many emotional features, that the choice of the emotional features, are a very significant problem.
Good feature selection algorithm can not only improve the recognition rate, but also reduce the computational complexity. In terms of the choice of the emotional features, researchers using principal component analysis [7] , sub-optimal search method [8] , fuzzy entropy theory [9] to screen emotional features, achieve a certain effect. However, there is still insufficient in the aspects such as algorithm execution time, removing redundant features, and there is no effective way to judge the effectiveness of the selected features. Therefore, this paper proposes a feature selection method based on simulated annealing genetic algorithm. This method let simulated annealing genetic algorithm embed into the loop body of the adaptive genetic algorithm, Using simulated annealing algorithm with strong local search ability, and it can make searching process avoid falling into the local optimal solution, solving the problem of basic genetic algorithm having slow convergence and high time complexity. On the basis of feature optimal selection, it is combined with SVM algorithm to recognize speech emotion. The experimental results show that this method shows good recognition performance.
Analysis and extraction of emotion features of speech

Acoustic Features of Emotion
What kind of features can effectively embody emotion in speech signal, researchers has undertaken extensive research from the point of view of psychology, linguistics. Currently the most attention is paid on prosodic features and the feature of tone quality [10] . Prosodic features, namely suprasegmental features, are phonological unit lager than a phoneme such as Syllable or showing the speech feature parameters lager than syllable units as Intensity, Length or duration, Pitch, Accent, Tone, Intonation. Such feature and its derived parameters is the most widely used in emotion recognition of speech, characteristic feature mainly having speech rate, pitch and its derived parameters. The feature of tone quality mainly refers to timbre and Speech Spectrum, therefore, also known as segmental features, reflecting glottal waveform changes in pronunciation.
Harmonics to Noise Ratio Features Extraction
Harmonics to noise ratio (HNR) is commonly used in diagnosis of laryngeal disease and judging hoarse degree. Recently, harmonics to noise ratio are the feature of tone quality used to reflect the affective changes, however the feature of tone quality are generally considered to be closely associated with feelings of pleasure. When extracting harmonic noise ratio characteristics, assume steady-state vowels contain two kinds of components, periodical harmonic component and additional noise component, assuming noise is zero mean distribution. Therefore, it can be superimposed in a sufficient number of cycles to eliminate noise. The energy of the harmonic components   a f t of speech signal   f t is defined by the following formula [11] :
In this formula, T is harmonic displacement period. The energy of the noise component is:
In this formula,   i f t is a period of waveform. HNR is:
Vectors Construction of Emotion Features
There are two general construction methods that eigenvector used to identify and modeling, the global statistical features and short-term dynamic characteristics. Due to Dynamic characteristics has a strong dependence on phonological information and the global statistical characteristics is less affected by text content, using Global statistical characteristics is easy to Study on Method of Emotion Recognition of Speech based on Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm and Support Vector Machine Vu Tuan La, Van Phuong Dao, Xi Ji set text-independent emotion recognition system. In this paper, 74 global statistical characteristics are selected as follows:
Features 1-10: The mean, maximum, minimum, median, variance of short-time energy and its difference ;
Features 11-15: The mean, maximum, minimum, median, variance of pitch and its first order and second order difference;
Feature 26: Pitch range; Feature 27-36: Pronunciation frames, Silence frames, the ratio of pronunciation frames to silence frames, the ratio of pronunciation frames to total frames, pronunciation region number, silence region number, the ratio of pronunciation region number to silence region number, the ratio of pronunciation region number to total region number, the maximum pronunciation region number, the maximum silence region number.
Feature 37-66: First, Second, Third formant and the mean, maximum, minimum, median, variance of pitch and its first order difference.
Feature 67-69: Under 250Hz energy percentage, under 650HZ energy percentage, up 4Hz percentage.
Feature 70-74: The mean, maximum, minimum, median, variance of harmonics to noise ratio.
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Feature Selection Based on Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm
Main program of study on feature selection based on simulated annealing genetic algorithm takes adaptive genetic algorithm as feature selection method. Into which the simulated annealing algorithm, we do adaptive processing in the choice of crossover probability and mutation probability. Similar to the overall process of genetic algorithm, simulated annealing genetic algorithm is also beginning a global optimal solution search process, from a group of randomly generated initial solutions (initial population). It generates a new set of individuals by selection, crossover and mutation operations, then independently generated by each individual simulated annealing procedure, taking Its results as individuals of the next generation of groups. The operation process run iteratively until meet a terminate condition.The basic steps of simulated annealing genetic algorithm for feature selection are as follows: 1) Set the initial parameters, including population number n, the largest breeding algebra max T , the crossover probability Pc and mutation probability Pm.
2)
To calculate each individual's fitness value in the population, records optimum individual, and draws its fitness, taking methods as follows:
In the former formula, f' is the tensile fitness value .This paper take the roulette selection strategy for individual choice, and pair selected individuals randomly, according to (5), (7) to carry out adaptive crossover operation on each of the parameters of the individual, then according to (6) , (8) to carry out adaptive mutation operation. (9) respectively. Then let anyone individual in the progeny population replaced by getting the best individual in the formula (10) .
In (10), X denotes the sample sequence. 
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Support Vector Machine Classifier
Support vector machine [12] [13] 
In the formula C>0 is the weight, which controls the degree of right or wrong sub-sample of punishment, also known as the penalty coefficient.
Therefore, the optimization problem can be transformed into a quadratic programming problem, as The relevant decision function:
Emotion Recognition
The main purpose of the genetic algorithm from a number of extracted speech features, pick out the best feature subset to distinguish speech emotion, for the convenience of description, we first define the following variables:
  That are all of the feature sets, in our experiment n=74, totally select 74 features; Then i is 1-6, respectively, six kinds of emotion. One-on-one method based on SVM selects an emotion as the positive side to be identified every time, the remaining samples as a negative side., choosing the most appropriate feature subset by genetic algorithm, making the recognition rate of the emotion highest.
Step 1: Let i=1;
Step 2: Randomly generate subset of feature selection X0, according to feature selection X0, resulting in the training data and test data. One of six kinds of emotions is selected as positive side, the others as a negative side to identify, the maximum recognition rate of 6 identified as the fitness function of the operation.
Step 3: Fitness function of step 1 to guide genetic algorithm to create the next generation subset of feature selections Xi, the same as step 1 in the genetic algorithm operation.
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Step 4: As Step 2, continuing the operation of all of the following generation by genetic algorithm, will eventually produce an optimal subset of feature selection and a final emotion .
Step 5: i=i+1,if i>6,end;else,return step 2.
Experiments
Speech emotion database used in the experiment recorded in a quiet laboratory, echo, ensure that speech filling, sampling rate 11 025 Hz. The sample set used for training, including emotional corpus of three men and three women, including happiness, anger, surprise, fear, sadness and equilibrium six kinds of emotional speech data, a total of 2800, 400 of every human emotion, the statement cut length ranging from 2 to 8 s phrase, and the emotion recognition training has nothing to do with the speaker and text. The ratio of training set to test set is 3:1, the average recognition results by the rotation test. Before extracting speech features, compensate for the high frequency components, take about 25ms as one frame, per frame length 256, overlap 1/2, using the Hamming window treatment to reduce the effect of the truncation of each frame edge. The recognition test result is shown in Table 1 
Conclusions
This article combines simulated annealing genetic algorithm with support vector machine ,recognizing happiness, anger, surprise, fear, sadness and equilibrium the six speech emotion. Extraction of prosodic features and the feature of tone quality in this study, respectively, combining the PCA method, the BP neural network with the proposed method to identify. The same test conditions, the average recognition rate of this method is higher than the BP neural network 9.7%, higher than 11.8% of the PCA method. That is simulated annealing genetic algorithm and support vector machine being with a good combination, having obvious advantages in speech emotion recognition.
